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Summary
The Mission: To create an e-magazine in a
3-column layout, use proper hierarchy, use
a fun colour scheme and vamp up
the article.
The outcome: Execution through HTML
turned out to be difficult as some codes
wouldn’t work, but it all eventually came
together and worked out well.
The Impact: This project has allowed
me to learn several new codes, be able
to troubleshoot and fix problems, and
implement things like google fonts in!
Flow of the article was smooth.
Services: HTML & CSS, low
wireframe sketches.

Sketches

The Goal
Back in GD204, I had to re-design an article and put
it into a one-page web scrolling format. I found an
article on procrastination and went with that.
Since this centers around high school students, I
wanted to do something with vibrant images and
background colours that popped out a bit.

*Original layout lacked
pictures, looked
plain and had little
colour exploration.

Compelling Event
When I reopened the file after, what, months?
I noticed A LOT of issues:
- My header was weird, the text was overlapping.
- My images were too small for mobile, and in
web and mobile there were walls of text and it
looked kind of crunched in there.
- The colours looked gross. My whole layout
looked weird.
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The Gap/Process
First, I worked towards changing the colour
scheme - I found a scheme that gave the
whole website a whole better look.
Second, I made a mobile query. I researched
a few codes to try out and I looked into old
projects to see what codes were used to
make the mobile webpage work.
After that, I was able to readjust my header
navigation and image sizes. At first they
weren’t showing up and neither were the
codes for my squares adjusting (I had made
them to place my images within them), but
they eventually started working.
I blew about two hours staring at my screen
and getting insanely frustrated but I kept
pulling through to make it work.

2 HOURS!!!

The Gamble/Result
To add a mobile query, I had to:
- rescale my photos
- resize some header texts and the body copy
- make my navigation bold and clear
- keep the hierarchy structure strong, like the web.
I also looked into refining my colour scheme and
make it much better.
In the end I can say with confidence that I achieved
that. It took hours, and I often got frustrated and
reached out for help, but thankfully I was able
to complete and take a look at the results.

The Roll Out
Here’s how I did this:
- I researched and found a scheme that had
some warms and neutrals, and a cool shade.
- I looked into old projects and exercises to see
how the mobile navigation was done, and I also
got some help.
- I continued to search for codes and ways to
make it look nicer. The coding took a while to
show (mainly because I did it wrong) but after
some tries, it worked and it looked pretty good!
As for my nav, I had many issues getting that to
work because some codes were conflicting with
each other, sometimes I kept punching in a code
that didn’t exist in the file at all. It just created a
new uselesss string of problems, which was fun!
I squeezed in some images in my body text so
it doesn’t feel too wordy. They’re split up so it’s
much better now.
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The Gain/Conclusion
Looking back on this, I wasn’t impressed with the
huge chunk of time I lost in between, but once
everything slowly came together I became more
satisfied. It’s a long stretch from the old style. In my
honest opinion, it’s a whole lot better.
I do think that I have managed to solve the problems
that I initially had. The web navigation is much more
simplified so users with any device can browse!

I do wish I was more organized with my timing,
losing a huge chunk of it on nothing but getting
mad at myself has been nothing but useless, haha.
Take it from me: don’t procrastinate, read the article,
there are some really helpful tips (and I could sure use
some myself)!

Thank you!

